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He knew that his strength alone was not enough to bring Hector Dunley back. However, he dared not resist
Philip’s order or make any excuses to reject him.

After thinking about it, Victor made a suggestion. “Young Master Clarke, based on the current situation, it’ll
be difficult for me to intervene in the affairs in Charbury. The foundation of the Dunley family in Charbury is

too solid and I may not be able to bring Hector back in a short time.”

Philip nodded and said, “You can just assist me in this matter. I have my own arrangements.”

After that, he dialed George’s number and said, “I want to overthrow Homer Dunley’s lineage in Charbury.”

Philip still had his limits. Since this was a problem that involved only Homer Dunley and his son, it was
enough to punish their family without involving other innocent people.

On the other end of the phone, George looked grave. He had just investigated the Dunley family and obtained

a lot of background information. The Dunley family of Charbury was no ordinary family but one who used to

have a round table meeting with the Clarke family back then.

He was afraid that this matter would not be that easy to deal with.

However, if Philip was only dealing with Homer and his lineage, perhaps it would be easier.

If they were to go against the entire Dunley family, they might need to pay a huge price for it. It might also
bring about resistance from within the Clarke family.

“Young Master, I have to remind you that the Dunley family is not to be trifled with and they have some

connections with the Clarke family. Are you sure you want to target Homer Dunley and his lineage?” George
had no choice but to reconfirm.



Philip’s face tensed. For George to say this, it meant that the Dunley family was by no means just a simple

affluent family. However, he had made up his mind and no one could change it.

Philip said coldly, “Regardless of anything else, I want the lineage of Homer Dunley to kneel in front of Anne
and admit their mistakes to her.”

Hearing this, George understood and immediately nodded as he said, “I understand. I’ll make the
arrangements. If we encounter resistance, we’ll have to rely on the family’s power.”

Philip said, “There’s no need to utilize the family’s power. If you run into trouble, just tell me and I’ll deal
with it.”

George was startled before he smiled and said, “I understand, Young Master.”

It seemed that the young master had grown into a big dragon and already had his own power. Would it be

enough to confront the Dunley family, though?

After saying that, George looked at the several men and women around him. They were all inside a manor. He
said, “You’ve heard the young master’s intentions. You can put forward your opinions now.”

These men and women were all elite talents selected by George Thomas from various industries and
companies of the Clarke family. They were meant to support Philip’s succession as the head of the family in
the future. All of them were rare prodigies, and in certain aspects, had extraordinary potential and strength as
well.

These people looked at each other until one of the men said, “Mr. Thomas, this matter is actually very easy to
handle. Since the Dunley family is subservient to the Clarke family, we don’t require the consent of the elders
of the family. We only need to use the Clarke family’s prestige to suppress the Dunley family and it’ll be easy

to deal with Homer Dunley’s lineage. I doubt that the Dunley family will offend the Clarke family just because

of a minor branch family.”



Subsequently, several others also put forward their respective opinions.

George nodded and said with a smile, “Let’s do as you suggested. Immediately notify the Dunley family that

Homer Dunley’s lineage was disrespectful to the Clarke family and harmed the young master’s younger sister.
The Clarke family will issue a kill order against Homer’s lineage. If the Dunley family stands in our way, they
will be an enemy of the Clarke family!”
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